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Editorial
“For
last
year's
words
belong
to
last
year's
language
And next year's words await another voice – T.S. Eliot”. Time passes so quickly, that 2015 almost comes to
an end. First of all we would like to wish a “Happy Christmas” for our friends and family who celebrate. We
began this December by helding a screening and selection for Beasiswa Unggulan 2015, after that we did a
trip to Bandung with the foreign students of Faculty of Economics and Business UNSOED, and another big
agenda we had is visitation from Prof. Maruyama Shigefumi and Prof. Ukena Satoshige from Takamatsu
University Japan.

Selection of Beasiswa Unggulan Candidates
On Friday, December 4th 2015, International
Program held a screening and selection process for
the candidates to be submitted for Beasiswa
Unggulan DIKTI. The selection process includes files
selection which consists of educational background
files and academic/ non-academic achievement
files, and SAT test. The SAT (Scholastic Aptitude
Test) is a standardized test widely used for college
admissions in the United States. SAT measures
literacy and writing skills that are needed for
academic success in college. The SAT assesses how
well the test takers analyze and solve problems—skills they learned in school that they will need in college.
However, the test is administered under a tight time limit (speeded) to help produce a range of scores.
Those are the main reason why SAT test is chosen for the candidates’ selection.
There were 35 students join the selection process. Those students came from each study program in
Faculty of Economics and Business UNSOED; Economic Development, Accounting, and Management. The
best rank students from each study program will be submitted to DIKTI for proposing Beasiswa Unggulan.
Good Luck for them!

Bandung Trip with FEB’s Foreign Students
From December 11th-13th 2015, our foreign students went for a trip to Bandung. The main purpose of the
trip to Bandung is to introduce the immigration procedures for leaving the country as all of our students
will leave on next month. The introduction of immigration procedures is required to provide an overview of
the process and location, therefore the introduction should be conducted at airports that provide
international flight services such as Husein Sastranegara Airport, Bandung. The introduction includes the
identification of international departure location and passport and visa checks.
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The students went to Bandung on December
11th, 2015 night and arrived in Bandung on
December 12th morning. After arrived in
Bandung, the students head straightly to the
airport for the introduction of immigration
process. After the agenda finished, while still
in Bandung, the students went for a little trip
around Bandung and Lembang. The students
heads to Lembang first and visited Hot Spring
Water in Ciater. After that the students went
to one of the most popular tourist attraction there, Mount. Tangkuban Parahu. The students were amazed
by the view and very happy to see the natural attraction which they can’t found it back in their country.
Then, the students went to Floating Market and stayed for one night in Cihampelas.
One of the foreign students from Malaysia, Ainun Nadhirah said that the trip is very useful and informative,
especially for the introduction of immigration process. She also hopes that further there will be an event
like this again.

Visitation from Takamatsu University Japan
This December, from 15th-20th, our faculty
welcomed guests from Takamatsu University Japan.
The guests were Prof. Maruyama Shigefumi and
Prof. Ukena Satoshige. The purposes of their
visitation to FEB UNSOED are to held test and
selection for our student candidates for joining
Double Degree program in Takamatsu University
Japan and to give a general lecturer to our students
about business in Japan.
At December 15th, the test and selection for our
student candidates were held. The selection
processes include Japanese skill test and interviews.
The interviews were held both directly with Prof.
Maruyama and indirectly via Skype with the
academic boards of Takamatsu University.
The next day, our guests gave a general lecture to
our students about Business. Prof. Maruyama
Shigefumi delivered lecture entitled “The modern
method of production: the business opportunity of
Japan-Indonesia” and Prof. Ukena Satoshige delived
lecture entitled “The role of robot enhance business
competitiveness”. The general lecture was held in international building room G.203 at 09.30 AM. About
60 students attended the lecture including our foreign students and staff. The next agenda of their
visitation was to check the completeness of our student candidates’ documents to Japan. There will be 5
students accepted and we would like to wish them a very good luck!
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